Angle of incidence amplitude variations of acoustic waves reflected from an interface is increasingly important in acoustic sea floor imaging and seismological studies. Such observations are almost solely interpreted assuming elastic wave theory. However, wave propagation through, and hence reflectivity from, liquid-saturated porous solids is complicated by the presence of the slow longitudinal (P2) wave. There have only been limited quantitative experimental tests of porous media reflectivity as a function of angle of incidence. Here, the acoustic reflectivity from a water-saturated porous plate is measured as a function of the angle of incidence using a specially developed ultrasonic reflectometer. The observed reflectivity agrees with that predicted using the Biot-type poroelastic theory; this work confirms the use of boundary conditions that allow fluid transfer across the reflecting interface. It is found that simpler elastic expressions based on equivalent-elastic solid cannot be reconciled with the observations.
. Cartoon showing the partitioning of energy at an interface between a fluid and a fluid-saturated porous material. One P wave is reflected, whereas two P waves, a fast, a slow and an S wave are transmitted.
R(θ ) of gas-filled porous materials has long been studied as this has direct implications to, for example, sound abatement strategies (e.g. Allard et al. 1998) . Biot theory will apply but in this instance the P2 wave is primarily airborne and essentially decoupled from the porous frame that is rigid relative to the compressible air (Kelders et al. 1999) . At another extreme, the reflectivity of water-saturated, unconsolidated, sea-floor sediments has also received attention with application to sonar profiling (e.g. Chotiros et al. 2002) . In a perfectly unconsolidated material, the mineral grains are not cemented to one another and the frame elastic moduli are much smaller than the fluid compressibility. In this case, the frame cannot support wave propagation and the slow wave vanishes (Johnson & Plona 1982) . These two end member cases admit substantial theoretical simplifications. This is not the case for many porous rocks in which the frame compressibility is greater than but of the same order as that of the pore fluid. In this case, the liquid and the frame are fully coupled through viscous and inertial effects. Aside from Biot's (1956) original papers, the theory is extensively described in the literature and the reader is directed to Johnson (1984) or Smeulders (2005) for complete overviews. Here, we use the notation employed by Bouzidi & Schmitt (2009) and for the sake of completeness, a short description is provided below and the notation is given in Table A1 .
The elastic reflectivity from such porous media is additionally complicated due to the new fluid particle motions (or alternatively the degrees of freedom) that are introduced at the boundary. The theory of the acoustic reflectivity R(θ ) and transmissivity T(θ ) for a longitudinal wave from and through, respectively, the interface between a liquid and a liquid-saturated porous solid has been studied extensively (Hajra & Mukhopadhyay 1982; de la Cruz et al. 1992; Santos et al. 1992; Yang & Sato 1998; Denneman et al. 2002; Ciarletta & Sumbatyan 2003; Sharma 2004; Rubino et al. 2006; Dai & Kuang 2008) . The boundary conditions applied in these derivations are, of course, crucial to the angle of incidence behaviour of R(θ) and T(θ ) that will be predicted. Experimental tests are warranted as there is controversy with regards to the boundary conditions that should be employed at the interface between the fluid and the porous solid (Deresiewicz & Skalak 1963; Deresiewicz & Rice 1964; de la Cruz et al. 1992) . In developing the equations that describe reflectivity, the usual boundary conditions with regards to a fluid-solid material interface are employed. In addition to these, the freedom of the fluid to cross the interface between the fluid and fluid-saturated layers (i.e. the open-boundary conditions) must be taken into consideration with some theoretical developments allowing such transfer as a wave passes (Deresiewicz & Skalak 1963) , while in others this motion is disallowed (de la Cruz et al. 1992) .
However, there are few controlled experimental studies of the acoustic reflectivity of a porous medium. Rasolofosaon (1988) extended Plona's (1980) technique to semi-qualitatively study the effects of the open or closed boundary conditions on T(θ ). Wu et al. (1990) theoretically predicted both incidence-angle-dependent ultrasonic reflectivity and transmissivity of a porous plate but were only able to measure the transmission coefficients in their experiments. Johnson et al. (1994) analysed the ultrasonic waveforms transmitted through saturated porous slabs of varying thicknesses and were able to model reasonably well the amplitudes of the observed transmitted reverberations with full knowledge of the dynamic poroelastic properties and using open and closed boundary conditions. Zhu et al. (2001) used a Schlieren imaging method to view an ultrasonic acoustic beam reflected from a water-porous medium interface. Too, precursory to this study, Bouzidi & Schmitt (2009) included the appropriate boundary conditions in modelling of the wavefield transmitted through the same type of porous slab.
Most recently, Jocker & Smeulders (2009) recorded the primary reflection and subsequent reverberations of an acoustic beam from thin porous slabs in order to obtain what was defined as global reflection coefficients particular to the geometry used in their experiment. Their technique employs a stationary transmitting transducer (diameter of 25 mm) as the source, but the effective receiver results from scanning the receiving transducer (also 25 mm diameter) in a line perpendicular to the specular first surface reflection. The specular reflection travel path between the transmitter, the sample, and the receiver was 482 mm long. The method attempts to capture the full beam diffraction effects along the sagittal plane containing the transmitter and the receiver. One limitation of this technique is that it cannot fully account for any out of plane diffraction effects. They measured waveforms at incidence angles of 9.5
• , 14
• , 18
• and 22
• and from the observed stacked composite waveforms calculated the global and frequency dependent (i.e. that takes into account reverberation effects within the plate) reflection coefficients. The measurements described here extend these existing tests. First, a novel transmitter receiver transducer pair has been developed to ameliorate some of the diffraction effects that do add error to such reflection measurements. Secondly, these new measurements focus on the isolated primary reflection itself. And, third, these measurements are carried out at closely spaced angles of incidence that range widely from near vertical to post-critical. To our knowledge, the more complicated post-critical reflectivity has not been previously discussed in the literature. The paper follows with a brief overview of the theory employed to develop the acoustic reflectivity of such a material, a description of the experimental configuration and the wave field modelling procedures used to test the theory against the data, and ends with a discussion of the good agreement between theory using a set of open pore boundary conditions and the observed amplitudes and phases of the reflected waveforms.
B R I E F R E V I E W O F B I O T WAV E P RO PA G AT I O N T H E O RY I N P O RO U S M E D I A
The constitutive equations of wave propagation in porous media are given by Biot (1956) The equations for longitudinal waves are given by
and for transverse waves by
where ϕ (s) and ϕ ( f ) are the scalar potential components for the P wave in the solid and the fluid parts of the saturated porous material.
and ψ (f) are the vector potential components for the S wave in the solid and the fluid parts of the saturated porous material. A, Q and Rare the Biot parameters and are calculated according to Biot & Willis (1957) with a modification to include the attenuation of the dry porous frame. F(ω) is the viscosity correction factor as defined in Johnson et al. (1987) . The remaining parameters can be found in Table A1 as defined in Bouzidi & Schmitt (2009) . However, μ d andK d , the moduli of rigidity and compressibility of the dry porous frame were replaced inA, Q and R by their complex equivalent μ M and K M , using a linear viscoelastic model (se e.g. Cooper 1967; Borcherdt 1977 Borcherdt , 1982 to account for the intrinsic attenuation of both P and S waves of the porous frame under dry conditions. On the one hand, for plane waves, eqs (1) and (2) lead to two solutions: a slow P wave and a fast P wave. On the other hand, eqs (3) and (4) lead to one solution: a shear wave. For each wave mode, the fluid and solid components are related to each other by a complex constant. Hence, for P waves, we can write
where the subscript n is either 1 or 2 for the fast and slow P waves, respectively, and for the S wave
These constants are the solid-fluid coupling drag term that incorporates both inertial and viscous drag forces which can be easily derived for plane waves (see Appendix B). A longitudinal wave incident from the fluid medium is converted and transmitted into the porous medium as the three wave modes P1, P2, and S, and is also reflected back into the fluid medium ( Fig. 1) . It is this reflection that is observed directly and can be measured quantitatively in the present experiment. The plane wave scattering (reflection and transmission) from the boundary between a fluid saturated porous medium and a liquid was solved using the Deresiewicz & Skalak (1963) open boundary conditions that are:
(1) continuity of fluid pressure across the boundary, (2) continuity of the normal total stress on the bulk material of the porous medium and the fluid, (3) vanishing tangential stress of the porous medium at the boundary, (4) continuity of the normal components of the average particle velocity for saturated porous medium with that for the fluid medium, In matrix form, we have
where X is a 4 × 1 vector of the unknown reflection-transmission coefficients and is given by
where B (f ) , C (f ) and D (f ) are the transmission coefficients for the fast P1, the slow P2 and the S modes in the porous medium (fluid component), and E is the reflection coefficient of the P wave in the fluid medium above the interface. This latter reflection coefficient E is what is experimentally measured and modelled in the present contribution. P is a 4 × 4 matrix of known incidence-angle-dependent wavenumber components and poroelastic properties:
G is also a known vector that depends on the incident wave considered and is explicitly for the case of P incident onto a saturated medium:
In the above, wave numbers are represented by k. The indices 1, 2 and 3, respectively, indicate the fast, the slow and the S modes, whereas indices x and z indicate the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. All wave modes generated at the interface have the same horizontal wavenumber k x in thex direction. Here, k z is the component of the wavenumber of the incident P wave in the fluid medium above the interface in theẑ direction. Theẑ component of the wavenumber of the reflected P wave will then be −k z .
As noted, the earlier experiments were all broadly consistent with the open-boundary conditions of Deresiewicz & Skalak (1963) under Biot theory, but in none of them were the isolated primary reflection directly examined, nor were the angle of incidence variations explored quantitatively in detail particularly past the critical angle. The set of boundary conditions, which best applies, can only be resolved by experimental tests. In this contribution, the R(θ) of the isolated primary reflection of a large-aperture acoustic pulse from a boundary between water and a porous water-saturated plate is measured. The observed R(θ) is further compared to two numerical models. The first fully takes into account the physical properties of the porous medium to predict reflectivity using the open-pore boundary conditions (Deresiewicz & Skalak 1963) . In contrast, the second replaces the porous medium with an equivalent elastic solid and calculated the reflectivity using a re-derivation of Dana's (1944) fluid-elastic solid solutions. Here, we define the equivalent elastic solid to be that whose 'face-value' elastic moduli are for a nonporous solid and are calculated directly from the measured saturated porous medium's P wave and S wave speeds and the bulk saturated density via the standard elastic relationships. This latter case is what is normally employed in studies of seismic wave reflectivity using the Zoeppritz equations.
E X P E R I M E N TA L A P P ROA C H
The experiment consists of two ultrasonic transducers immersed in water and mounted on a specially designed goniometric reflectometer that allows both transducers to be placed at a variety of incidence-reflection angles θ (Fig. 2) . The transducer arrangement is unique in that it uses a large-area transmitter and a small receiver. This arrangement has a number of advantages that stem from a reduction in transducer diffraction effects. The experimental configuration for measuring the reflectivity of plates is employed (Fig. 2b) . The experiments are conducted in a tank filled with de-ionized water to avoid deposition of calcium deposits from normal tap water in our region. The large (102 × 76 mm 2 ) transmitting source and the small (1.9 × 1.9 mm 2 ) receiver are mounted on the reflectometer at equal angles apart from the normal incidence axis. The total distance travelled by the reflected wave is only 204.1 mm. A detailed description with figures of the source and the receiver employed in the present experiment can be found in Bouzidi & Schmitt (2006) . The method has been calibrated using well-known materials leading to a good agreement between the observed and modelled reflectivity curves without requiring any corrections (Bouzidi & Schmitt 2008a). The observed and the modelled waveforms using a phase advance technique in frequency domain agree well with each other (Bouzidi & Schmitt 2008b) . Forward modelling of the advancing pulse (Bouzidi & Schmitt 2008b ) allows for quantitative comparison of the observed to the predicted responses as validated in laboratory calibrations using well-characterized nonporous solids (Bouzidi & Schmitt 2008a) .
The porous sample plate (porosity β = 39 per cent) was manufactured by sintering glass beads and fully characterized as described in a precursory wave transmission study (Bouzidi & Schmitt 2009 ) that gave measured waves speeds of 2700, 1500 and 1010 m s -1 the fast longitudinal P1, the transverse S and the slow longitudinal P2 wave modes, respectively (see Table A1 ). All of these are in good agreement with the predictions of Biot theory at high frequency. In order to facilitate comparisons of these experimental results to the more common assumptions employed in seismological field studies, the elastic equivalent but nonporous solid shares the same P1 and S wave velocities above that are measured (Table A2 ) and the bulk density of the water-saturated porous material (Table A1) .
Each step in the measurement suite consists of digitally acquiring the ultrasonic (780 kHz dominant frequency) waveforms reflected from the interface between the water bath and the water-saturated porous solid; this was done every 0.5
• .
R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
The recorded time series are displayed with respect to θ in Fig. 3(a) , and a phase shift, relative to small angles of incidence, of the waveforms is clearly visible near the P critical angle θ P c = 33.5
• . These may be compared to forward modelled waveforms for the full poroelastic solution (Fig. 3b) that assumes the open-flow boundary conditions (Deresiewicz & Skalak 1963) and, for comparison, those for the elastic equivalent medium using the Zoeppritz (1919) equations (Fig. 3c ). The observed (Fig. 3a) and Biot modelled (Fig. 3b) waveforms again agree well but differ significantly from the elastic model (Fig. 3c) . These same sets of waveforms are repeated in a false colour plot of the magnitude of the signal's analytic representation (Figs 4a-c) as these displays depict better the angle of incidence amplitude variations. Furthermore, this difference is more visible when the normalized maximum amplitudes of the analytic signal of these waveforms (i.e. the reflection coefficients) are plotted (Fig. 4d) . At angles of incidence smaller than about 25 o , a decreasing reflection coefficient as a function of angle of incidence is readily notable in the equivalent elastic solid model, whereas the reflection coefficient is nearly constant in both the observed and the poroelastic modelled traces. Furthermore, for the sake of comparison, the predicted waveforms of the transmitted fast P wave (Figs 5a and b) and S wave (Figs 6a and b ) of the poroelastic model are compared to the transmitted P wave and S wave of the equivalent elastic solid model, respectively. Again here, the predicted waveforms of the poroelastic model differ significantly from the elastic model and this is more visible when the normalized maximum amplitudes of the analytic signal of these waveforms (i.e. the reflection coefficients) are plotted (Figs 5c and 6c). For the poroelastic case, the existence of a slow P wave draws a significant amount of energy from the other wave modes generated at the boundary (Fig. 7) . For completeness, Figs 8(a) and (b) show the energy balance at the boundary for the poroelastic model and the equivalent elastic solid model, respectively. Again here, the two models differ significantly at all angles of incidence. A contribution of the fast P wave to the energy balance at the boundary at post-critical angles is readily visible for the poroelastic model, whereas there is no contribution to the energy balance in the equivalent elastic solid model. The contribution by the transmitted fast P wave to the energy balance at the boundary beyond the P critical angle of incidence in the poroelastic case is essentially due to the interaction of the stress of the fast P wave with the velocity fields of the other wave modes present in the medium. This is a common behaviour of waves upon transmission and reflection from boundaries in attenuating media such as poroelastic and viscoelastic media (e.g. Krebes 1983 ).
The comparison is further reinforced by analysis of the reflected signal's phase of the observed (Fig. 9a) , the modelled (Fig. 9b ) and the equivalent nonporous elastic model (Fig. 9c) . Fig. 9(d) shows the expected phase shift at incidences larger than the water-P1 wave critical angle (smoothed average at the displayed frequency range); the modelled and observed phases differ with a small standard deviation of only 3 o . However, near the critical angle of incidence, the phase shifts of the observed and modelled waveforms differ. This, rather unexpected behaviour is quantitatively unknown but can be attributed to both ambient noise and artefacts that cross the reflectivity at several locations for the observed and modelled waveforms, respectively. These artefacts are generated as wrap around noise in the frequency domain by the phase advance technique used for the modelling. However, the disagreement is about 5 o standard deviation between the incidence angles 30 o and 33.5 o . The phase is very sensitive to very small time shifts and noise due to numerical errors in modelling and ambient noise and interference from other arrivals in experimental data. Indeed, in the current case, there is a reflected wave from the second interface of the porous sample that crosses the reflection of interest between 30 o and 34 o . Above the critical angle, the phase shifts for the poroelastic cases are much larger than those for the nonporous equivalent elastic medium case.
To further illustrate these phase shifts, selected traces at angles of incidence of 20 o , 33 o and 37 o are displayed in Figs 10-12 for the observed, poroelastic model, and nonporous equivalent elastic model, respectively. The observed traces at incidence angles of 33 o (Fig. 10a ) and 37 o (Fig. 10b) exhibit clearly a relative phase with respect to the trace at 20
• . Furthermore, when the traces at 33 o and 37 o are rotated back by a phase angle of 22 o and 54 o , respectively, the shape of the results matches closely those for traces at the pre-critical angle of 20 o . The same observations can be made by analysing the poroelastic modelled traces (Fig. 11) and the equivalent elastic solid modelled traces (Fig. 12) . The phase rotation angles are obtained directly from the average phase curves displayed in Fig. 9(c) . In light of these results, our data demonstrate that acoustic reflections from a liquid-saturated porous solid are adequately described using Biot theory (Biot 1956) and using an open-flow boundary condition that allows the liquid to move across the interface (Deresiewicz & Skalak 1963) . Further, the poroelastic case differs significantly from that for an equivalent elastic solid which suggests that poroelastic effects cannot be ignored. This latter observation is crucial if the incidence dependence of the reflectivity is used to quantitatively determine material properties. Often, the simpler elastic equations are used in such calculations, this practice is especially prevalent in seismic exploration for fluids in the crust (Singh et al. 2006) . For the case here, inversion for material properties from the observed R(θ) assuming that elastic equations hold would lead to significant errors. The current experiments were conducted at a dominant frequency of 780 kHz and do not warrant the exact same behaviour at seismic frequencies. Consequently, the significance of the above mentioned errors at seismic frequencies can only be measured through numerical modelling which is beyond the scope of this contribution. 
C O N C L U S I O N S
The primary acoustic reflectivity R(θ) from a liquid-loaded, liquid-saturated porous medium acquired in a laboratory experiment using a well-calibrated setup from a boundary between water and a water-saturated porous plate has been presented. The results are compared to two reflectivity numerical models. The first model takes into account the porous material properties as well as the open-pore boundary conditions. The second model assumes an equivalent elastic solid with mechanical properties derived from the bulk velocities and densities of the porous plate. It is found that the modelled waveforms that assume a full poroelastic response agree well with the observed waveforms both in amplitude and phase. However, the observed waveforms differ substantially from those modelled with the equivalent elastic solid. These observations show that the poroelastic effects cannot be neglected and are crucial when the incidence dependence of the reflectivity is used to invert for material properties.
The current study provides the first direct quantitative measurement of the primary reflections as a function of the angle of incidence at post-critical angles. The results should have direct application to acoustic sea floor profiling and to the wavefield decomposition of ocean bottom seismometer and seismic cable measurements in removal of multiple reflections (e.g. Sidler & Holliger 2010) . Admittedly, however, real geological interfaces at depth other than the sea floor more often consist of two differing lithologies one of which could be considered as a nonporous solid. In that situation, there is no transfer of fluid and hence conversion to the P2 mode is greatly reduced but not eliminated (Johnson et al. 1994) . Further experiments will probe the reflectivity from such interfaces. As the present experiments were conducted at high frequencies (780 kHz), numerical modelling will be used to assess the importance of the poroelastic properties in reflection/transmission at seismic frequencies.
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